


5. Red~lced amounts of W:l ste combustible gases. 
6. No need to ccntinue the production of carburizing 

gases between diffcr.:nt carburizing cycks. 

The Carboma<.lg method was originally designed for car

burizing steels and for heating steels with medium to high 

carbon contents to hardening temperatures above 8.0:0 C 
(1545 F) under an atnlOsp~ere with controlled carbon 

putential. ;,,0;';;, :0;;(," carbon gr;:;.des car. also b;; pro.::css.::d 

at lower temperatures by adding a controlled amount of 

nitrogen. With <.In ammonia addition. carbonitridingcan be 

performed. The system's flexibility is such that m:utral 

hardening and anne<.lling arc <.llso possible by substituting 

pure nitrogen. 

Details on Cracking Kinetics and Carburi::ing Reactions 

The liquid methanol cracks into carbon mono.xide and 

hydrogen: 

CH)OH .... CO+2H~. 

Although the methanol replaces the conventional carrier 

gas, its most important function is to maintain a positive 

pressure inside the furnace at all times. including those 

when the flow of carburizer is interrupted. The carburizing 

effect of the methanol is extremely small bec:lUse its feed 

rate is very low, 200 to 400 g ' h (OA to 0.9 lb I h). 
The carburizer is selected to produce roughly the same 

gas composition, via its cracking and carburizing reactions, 

as that produced by cracking methanol. This condition 
must be satisfied to ensure that the total furn<lce gas com

position remains constant, allowing automatic control of 

the carburi ze r's feed rate by controlling the carbon dioxide 

content or water content (dew point) of the furnace gas . 

The cr<lcking reaction of mcthanol and the CO content 

(33%) or the r:::sulting gas is shown at the left of rig. 1. At the 

right are ideal carburizing reactions for ethyl acetate and 

acetone, the carburizers of major interest, and data points 

indicating the resulting CO contents . The graph includes al l 

ratios o f mixtures, from pure methanol to pure carburizer. 

Note that ethyl acetate, when fed in any portion with 

methanol , produces no d.:viation from the basic gas com

position. Experience, however. has shown that the devia

tior.s produced by ::.:etone ::re so sm::ll ~h;!t this ks, ~~per. · 

sive and e<lsily crackable liquid can also be used as the car

burizer. 
Other organic liquids and pure hydrocarbons cause such 

large deviations from the basic gas composition that carbon 

potential control by carbon dioxide or dew point measure

ments is essentially impossible. 

Reaction Rates: We used gas chromatography to analyze 

furnace gas compositions during the carburizing of many 

loads ha vi ng very different surface areas. Our data indic;.tte 

that cracking reactions within the furnace are extremely fast 

and that the succet:ding homogeneous gas reactions ;.tnd tht: 

carburizing reactions are slower. The conclusion: as car

burizer feed rate (that is, surface area) increases, the 

products of the primary cracking reaction tend to be 

enriched in the furnace gas. causing somt: deviation in the 

basic gas composition . 

Figu re 2 gives the cracking reactions for et hyl aceta te and 

acetone, and the succeeding homogeneous gas reactions 

and carburizing [I~actions. Methane (CH,) formed by 

cracking either carburizcr, and CO! formed only by crack
ing ethyl acetate (or by one of the carburizing reactions) 

react with each other rel a tively slowly. Thus, these com
pounds may attain rather high concentrations above 

equilibrium if the feed rate is high, as is the case whc;1 car

burizing large surface areas. 

Under these circumstances. the carbon potent)al of a 



methanol-ethyl acetate process cannot be safely controlled 

by measuring CO, content because the gas is not in 
equilibrium. Dew point control of carbon potential is, 

however, possible. 

In a methanol-acetone process, CO, control can be used 
because cracking acetone does not produce carbon dioxide. 

In either process, the predominant carburizing reaction 

appears to be: 
H, + CO -+ (C) + H,o, 

seemingly the fastest of the three indicated in Fig. 2. 

ControllabilitJ of the Carbon Potential 

It has been pointed out that the basic gas composition 
must remain essentially constant for the carbon potential to 

be automatically controlled by CO, content or dew point. 
Addition,!l factols that need to be considered include the 

kinetics of the cracking and subsequent reactions. 

For example, consider the entire range of methanol-ethyl 

acetate and methanol-acetone mixtures. Next, assume that 

the carburizer~ are fed according to the instantaneous 
carbon demand of the surface, maintaining, for example, a 

carbon potential of 1% at 920 C (1690 F). Experience shows 

tbat lalge allloullts ur rlletb"lH: ale prouuced -- in eXln::me 

cases, more than 10 times the equilibrium content - as car

burizer feed rates increase. And, if ethyl acetate is used as 
the carburi zer, CO, contents will also be above equilibrium . 

The allowable change of the basic gas composition can be 

evaluated by examining the intluence of the possibk variJ

tion of the square of the partial pn::ssure of CO (p ' CO) on 

the carbon potential at a constant CO, content, or the 

influence of pCO x pH, at a constant dew point. 
Here's what's observed under dew point control: with 

increasing CH, contents (higher portions of carburizers), 

larger negative deviations of pCO x pH, result from both 
ethyl acetate and acetone th3n would be expected under 

idealized conditions . The deviation of p'CO for ethyl 

acetate becomes rather large and is positive; for acetone, the 

deviation is negative. 

Under actual conditions, the content of carburizer 

(controlled by the insta ntaneous carbon demand) varies 

within a working range of 15 to 90%. Within this range. the 

pCO x pH, values for methanol-ethyl acetate vary between 

0.212 and 0.192; for methanol-acetone, between 0.210 and 

0.172. These values correspond to a shift of the carbon 
potential from 1.00 to 0.9J r;{, for methanol-ethyl acetate and 

from 1.00 to O.SY" for methanol-acetone. Taken om: slep 

further, they correspond to deviations of ±0.035 and 

±0.065% C respectively. 

Over the whole range of 0 to 100% carburizer, the devia-

tion from a mean value would be ±0.055% C for ethyl 

acetate and ±0.105% C for acetone. Theoretically, these an~ 

the largest possible deviations, and do not appear in prac

tice. 

Under CO 2 control, the deviations from a mean set point 

are ±0.055'70 C for ethyl acetate and ±0.065% C for acetone 

within the carburizers' 15 to 90% working range. For the 

full range (0 to 100% carburizer), the deviations are ±O.OS 

and ±O.IO% C respectively. 
Note that the ethyl acetate values have only a limited 

meaning because of the possibility that the CO, content is 
above equilibrium. It's for this reason that acetone is pre

ferred if CO 2 control is desircd. I n practice, the ±0.065% C 
deviation for acetone can be reduced by using a mixture of 

75% acetone and 25% ethyl acetate. 

Conventional Process: Similar data for the endothermic 

gas process have also been developed. The variations oi' 
pCO x pH, and p'CO were calculated as a function of the 

carrier gas/natl:ra l gas ratio , which was assumed to have a 

work ing range between 30 and S. The product ofpCO x pl!! 

rem a ins nearly ccnstant up to ratios far below this limit 

because of the opposite cha nges of H, and CO contents (as 
the carrier gas / natural gas ratio decreases, H, increases 

rapidiy al the expense of CO and N ,i. As a result. the shift of 
carbon potential at a constant dew point is very small 

(±0.025'7c C). 

In contrast, p'CO decreases fast with decreasing carrier 

gas / natural gas ratios. Within the work ing range, p ' CO 

varies from 0.037 to 0.026, causing a carbon potential shift 

from 1.00 to 0 .79% C at a constant CO, content. This cor
respond s to a deviation of ±O.I 05% C. 

Over the whole range, from carrier gas without enriching 

gas to a carrier gas /natural gas ratioofS, thel:arbon poten

tial would shift from 1.00 to 0.73% - relatively small 
changes in the ratio cause large deviations of the carbon 

potential at a constant CO , content. 

The data given above on C a rbomaag and conventional 

carburizing are summarized in Table I. The deviations are 

the largest possible and can easily be reduced in practice by 

adapting the set point to the working conditions. 

Bear in mind that the very low dew points and CO, con

tents of the endothermic gas process a re much more dif

ficult to reliably control than are the higher ones of the Car

bomaag process . The advantage of the carbon potential's 
insensitivity to changes in the carrier gas ! natural g;!> ratio 

when dew point is used is therefore limited. From the point 

of view of ~as \:omposilion Yariability, carbon potential can 
be wcll controlied within the working range of both 

proccsses. However, the work ing range of the Carbom;lag 

process is very large, whereas that of the endothermic gas 
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Table I - Maximum Carbon Potential Deviations 
For Various Carburizing Processes l 

Carburizing 
Process 

Methanol-ethyl ,'.ce tate 

Methanol-mixture of 
75% acetone + 25 % 
ethyl acetate .... .. .. .... . ...... . 

Methanol-acetone ..... .......... . 

Endothermic gas ................. . 

Dew Point Control 
Working Full 

Range Range 

±0.035 ±0.055 

±0.O45 ±0.O75 

±O.O65 ±0.105 

±0.025 Outof 
control 

CO, Control 
Working Full 

Range Range 

±0.055' ±O.OS' 

±0.05 ±O.O8' 

±0.065 ±O.IO 

±O.I05 Outof 
control 

1. Highest possihle deviation of carhon potential from a Olean set point of approximatcly 
1% C at 920 C (1690 r) caused by changes in the basic gas composition. 
2. CO, control not recomnlended for production applications. 

process is very narrow and can only be rnaintaint::d by e.~ce,

sive carrier gas. 

Carbon Data: The carbon availability of a carhurizing 

atmosphere can be defined :\s the amount of carbon 

transferred to the steel surface by a given volume of gas 

while the carbon potential is reduced from 1.00 to 0.90cc.' 
To obtain an "ahsolutc" value. the difference in CO:- H,O. 

and CH, contents in equilibrium at carbon potentials of 

1.00 and 0.90'0 has to be taken into account. To calculate an 

"effective" carbon availahility. however. CH, can be 

disregarded - this gas is not directly involved ;n carburil

ing because of its slow reaction rate. 

It has been calculated. fur example. that the effective 

carbon availability of the CHbomaag process is 2 '. '~ times 

higher than that of the endothermic gas process . This higher 

carbon availability is an advantage when carburizing blind 

holes and other areas poorly exposed to the circulating gas. 

and when carburizing charges having high load den,ities. 

Carbon transfer coefficients are also higher by r(,ughly 

the same amount: 275 x 10-; cm i s for methanol-ethyl 

acetate versus 120 x 10- 7 cm's for endothermic gas. The 

practical eff\.!ct is ,hown in Fig. 3. where the gro\\ th ofa car

burized case at 930 C (1705 F) on a 0.15e. 3.5!\1i. 0.75Cr 

alloy sted is plotted for both carburiLing methods. Th~' Jiy'

ference in case depth at a given carburiling time is cau>cd by 

the differellce in the carbon transfer coefficients. Thc com

parison reve:ils that the difference. ",;hen expressed as :.I 

percentage time reduction. increases in importance as case 

depth decreases . On the other hand. the ahsolute decrease 

in carburizing time increases with increasing cas~ dc:pth. 

Example: for a 0.020 in. (0.51 mOl) case. the time saving 

using the Carbomaag process is 2Y'c or 30 min; for a 0.080 

in. (2.03 mm) case. the gain is 9"1 or 95 min. 

COlllparing Carbllri::ing Cycle Inpu!s and Olltputs 

The input of carburizing agents in any form. the output 

of carbon which is absorbed by the steel surface. and tht: 

amount of waste gases which n\.!ed a corresponding volume 

of air for combustion can easily he compared by analyzing 

the amount of carbon involved in the carburizing proce~s 

and its relation to the amount of carbon absorbed (or to the 

case depth). 

For example. the production of endothermic gas from 

natural gas (CH,) and the crfeet of the enriching gas can he 

e.xpressed in a simplified manner: 

2CH, + 0, + 4N, .... 2CO + 4H, + 4N, Eq. 1 

Or.2 mol of methane plus 5 mol of air gives 10 mol of car

rier gas containing 6 mol of comhustihle gases. 

The carrier gas / enriching gas ratio is ten to one: 

Eq. 2 

In equation 2. (C) represents the carbon absorh-:d by the 

surface . 
, 



Adding equations I and 2 gives: 

)CH. + 0 1 + 4N1 -+ (C) + 2CO+ 6H 1 + 4N1 Eq. 3 

Or, for I mol of carbon absorbed by the steel, ) mol 

methane have to be supplied and 8 mol combustible gases 

are lost which need 20 mol air for combustion. 

The ethyl acetate n:action is: 

1/1CH]COOC1II l -+ (C) + CO + 2J-1 1 Eq.4 

Or, 2 mol of carbon are involved when I mol carbon is 

absorbed; and) mol of combustible gases arc produced 

requiring 7.5 mol air for combustion. 

The acetone reaction is: 
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Or, IVI mol of carbon arc involved when I mol carbon is 

absorbed; and 2 mol of combustible gases are produced 

requiring 5 mol air for combustion. 

In the Carbomaag process, the amount of methanol po:r 

unit carbon absorbed by the slirfacc is extremely small for a 

high demand of carburizo:r (large surface) and is relatively 

large for a small demand of carburizer (small surface). 

Thus, any comparison between processo:s must be based on 

distinct surface areas to be carbLllized. 
Example l: In Fig. 4, a surface area of 4) ft~ (4 Ill:) was 

assumcd and a case depth of 0 .050 in. (1.3 mm) - referred 

to as 0.30% C - had to bo: obtainc:d for SAE 8620 ring gears 

at a carburizing temperature of 1700 F (925 C). 

Fig. ) - Shorter carburizing times 

are aile advantage of the 

Carbomaag process over 

conventional endothermic 

gas carburizing. 

Absolute and percentage 

time savings are shown here for 

a number of case depth-carburizing 

time combinations. 

Steel: O.ISe. 3.SNi. 0.75Cr. 
Temper:!lure: 9)0 C (1705 F). 

Carbon potential: I.l We e. 



Table II - Input-Output Comparison 
for Carburizing a Small Surface 
Area (see Fig . 4)1 

Input/Output 
Input 

Endothermic Gas 

Carrier gas ............. 675ft'(19m') 

Natural gas 
(enriching) ........... 36 ft' (1.0 m') 

Methanol ........ .. , ... 

Acetone ..... ......... .. 

C:rbon involved ....... 5.72lb (2.6 kg) 

Carburizing time ....... 6 h 45 n:in 

Output 

Carbon absorbed 
by surface .... ....... 0.441b (O.2kg) 

H, ...... : ...... .. . ..... . 342 ft' (9.7 m') 

CO ..................... 134 ft ' (3.8 m') 

II,+CO ... .. ....... ... 476ft ' (IJrn ' ) 

Necessary air 
for combustion .. ... 1192 ft ' (34 ml) 

Los! heat of 

Methanol-Acetone 

4.691b (2.1 kg) 

1.231b (0.6 kg) 

2.51b (I.I kg) 

5h55min 

0.441b (0.2 k~) 
127 ft) (J.6 ml) 

60 ft ' (17 m ' ) 

187 ft l (5.3 m) 

4 68 ft) ( 13m') 

combustion. ... 154434 Blu(I!)] ;"1) 60567 Btu(M ~1J) 

I. Surface area of 43 ft ' (4 m ' ) c3iburized at 1700 F (925 C) to a C2se 
depth of 0.050 in . (1.3 mrn), 0.0.30% C. Steei: SA E 8620. 

Solid lin~s pertain to th~ ~r,dothermic gas process and 

were derived from an AS~I publication : The entire cycle. 
including a 1'/2 h hea t-up took 6~~ h. Throughout the cycle, 
100 ft-' / h (2.8 m) I h) c:urier gas was applied. and the Jddi

tion of 12 ft' / h (0.3 m -' .. h) na,ural gas started when the car

burizing tempera ture was reached and waS then shut orf 
after 3 h. Point A represent the total carbon involved in the 

endothermic gas proce~s: 5.72 lb (2.6 kg). Total carbon 

absorbed: 0.44 Ib (0.2 kg). 
Dashed lines pertain to the Carbomaag process. Less 

than 6 h arc needed for the whole cycle. The total carbon 
involved (pont B) is 2.5 lb (1.1 kg). 

A more complete comparison of the two processes is 
given in Table II. Note that 2.5 times more c<lmbustible 
gascs are developed by the endothermic gas pr<1Cess. This 

means th:! t a correspondingly larger combustion heat is lost 
and t11 uch more shop air is used up . 

Carrier gases lost when endothamic process furnace s are 

Table III - Input-Output Comparison 
for Carburizing a Large Surface 
Area (see Fig. 5)1 

Input/Output 
Input 

Endothermic Gas Mcthanol-Ac.etone 

Carrier ga> ....... ..... . 5130 ft' (145 m') 

Natural gas 
(enrich ing) ..... . ..... 264 ft ' (7.5 m') 

Methanol .. .......... .. 

Acetone ........ . 

Carbo~ involved ....... 43.21b (20 kg) 

Carburizing time .. ... . . 25 h 45 min 

Output 

Carbon absorhed 
by surface ... .. ...... 8.71b (3.9 kg) 

II, .. ............ ... .. .. 25'18 ft' (73 m') 

CO ..... .......... ...... 1024ft'(29m) 

H, +CO ............... 3602ft'(102m') 

NecesS3ry air 
forcon;b ustion ...... 9000 ft' (255 m') 

Lost heat of 
combustion .. . .. ... . I 167000 Btu 

( 123 I lvIJ) 

14. llb (6.4 kg) 

23.15Ib(11 kg) 

19.81b (9.0 kg) 

24 h 

8.71b (3.9 kg) 

756ft'(21 m') 

307 ft ' (8.7 m ') 

1063 fr' (.10 01 ' ) 

2657 ft' (75 m ') 

344000 Btu (.1(i~ :-'1.1) 

I. Surface area of 430 ft' (40 01') carburiud at t690 F (920 C) to a 
case depth of 0.100 in. (2.5 mm). or 0.30"c C. St.:el: 15 Cr~i6 
(0.15C. I5Cr. l5~i). 

not in use have not been taken into account. In the Car

bomaag process. the 00<'\ of carburizer liquid can be shut 
off during these periods for an added saving. 

Example 2: figure 5 compar~s cJrburizing cycles for ten 
locomotive engine gears measuring 3 ft (0.9 m) in diameter 
\\ith a total surface area of 430 ft' (40 m'). A case depth of 

0.100 (2.5 mm) - referred to as 0.30% C - had to be 
obtained at 920 C (1690 F). The steel is 15 Cr:"i6(0. t5C, 

I.5Cr, l.50ii) . 
Carburizing time was 24 h for the methanol-acetone 

process. and 25 h. 45 min for the endothermic gas process 
(heat-up times not included). 

More details are given in Table II I. In addition to a 
sho rter carburiling time. the Carbomaag process also 
produces kss than one-third of the combustible gases 

produced by the endothermic process. We fed th~~t the lost 

combustion heJt of the waste gases produced by the 

endothermic process amounts to 90% of the he:!; of com-



bustion of the n at ural gas supplied to the generator and to 

lhe furnace as cnriehing gas, not to mention the energy con

sumed by the ge nerator itself. 

Thus, the Carbomaag process is seen to be advantageous 

from an energy saving and environmental s tandp oin t. 

It should be pointed out lhat for the example in Fig. 5 and 

Table Ill, the earrin gas flow in the endothermic process 

was hc.:ld at an unusua lly low kvel. Under typical prodlle

tioll conditions, carrier gas flow rates would be substanticil

Iy higher, and the energy / environment advantage or the 

Carbomaag process would be made even more dramatic. 

Let me also emphasize that the supply of o rgan ic liquids 

can b e shut off immediately after :.1 cycle ends-

endothermic generators are producing carrier gas whether 

it's needed or not. 

Using Nitrogen und A III 111 on ia in tite f)rip Feed Process 

The Cdrbolll<.wg method can abo be combined with 

nitrogen (IOOS< N, for neutral harciening or annealing) or 

ammonia (for carbonitriding). 

A nitrogen addition in carburizing applications would 

normally rerrcscnt an unnecessary complicatio n and a 
revcrsio n to some of the disadvantages associated wi th the 

endath~r,nic gas proce:"s. l-!O\\C\'C:- , if Ie\\,· !1~;-dc.;r!:ng 

temperatures (below S40 C [1 54:' F]) ha ve to be used under 

a controlkd carbon potential. a nitro~en diluti o n is needed 

to n:dun: the e.\cess:vely hig h d.:w points required by the 

undiluted H,-CO mixtures produced by methanol. This is 
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fig. 4 -- Comparison of the carbon needed to 

carburize a 43 I'l ' (4 m ' ) surfacc area of SAE S620 
steel by both drip feed and eonvention:d methods. A 

dctaikd input-output comparison is given in Table II. 
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particularly true if the gas ha s to be in equilibrium with the 12 
carbon in low-carbon steels. (26i 

In the above case, accurate control of feed rate~ fur the I 
two organic liquids and the nitrogen gas an: essenlial to 

maintain a constant gas composition. 

For Mort: Informalioll : ljrs W\ SS is chief meullurgist . .\Ltag 
Gear-\\'hcd Co. Ltd.. Hard sl r""c 219. CH-S023. Zuri~ h. 
Swit7.crland: tel: 051 420420. 
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Fig . 5 - Comparison of the carbon needed to 

carburil.c a 430 ft ' (40 m ') surface area of 15 CrNi6 

steel (0.1 Sc. I.5Cr, LSi\: i) OJ' both drip fe~d and 

conventional methods. A detaikd input-output 

comparison is given in Table 111. 


